Citation Styles for Thesis Writing
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When you borrow a part of work, idea, figure, and other intellectual property, you must provide the specific source of the information (cite the source or give credit) so that audience is able to know the original source clearly. Otherwise, you are plagiarizing! This document summarizes citation styles with focus on Chicago Manual of Style and American Psychological Association (APA). Visit http://www.sonsoo.org/writing/thesis.html for thesis writing.

1. Four Types of Citations

There are four types of citations: note citation, bibliographic citation, text citation, and reference (Chicago University Press 2003: 594-595, 643). Note citation is made in footnotes or endnotes and bibliography includes all works cited in footnotes or endnotes. Parenthetical text citation, in-text citation, or author-date citation cites the sources in the text in parentheses by providing authors’ last name, publication year, and/or page number, if needed. Reference lists the sources used in author-date citation in the text. “Note-bibliography” citation appears to be less popular than “in-text-reference” citation nowadays. Therefore, this document primarily focuses on in-text citation in the author-date style and reference (citation) list.

2. Types of Citation Styles

There are a variety of citation styles. In general, three citation styles are commonly used in social science academia: Chicago Manual of Style (CMS http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org), American Psychological Association (APA http://www.apastyle.org/), and Modern Language Association (MLA http://www.mla.org/). However, the choice of citation styles is totally up to you as long as your style is consistent. Visit following Web sites to check the details about citation styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Journals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Science Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Policy Analysis and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Review of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Information Technology and Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science Computer Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Information Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLA or Bibliography Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Journal of Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. In-Text or Author-Date Citation

A text citation is located in text and enclosed with parentheses. A text citation consists of a list of authors’ last names without ed. or trans., publication year, and/or page numbers. Do not include first names and middle names. An author-date citation is often placed before a mark of punctuation such as period or comma and author name is not repeated if it appears in the text (Chicago University Press 2003: 622). Multiple works are separated by a semicolon (;) and sorted by authors’ names in the ascending order.

The Chicago Manual of Style use a blank (not a comma) between author name and publication year, and a colon (: ) to separate page numbers from publication year. See the following example sentences most of which come from Park and Perry (2013).

Two lines of research related to the “bureaucrat as ordinary person” thesis are the “bureau information monopoly” (Niskanen 1971) and the “bureau voting model” (Garand, Parkhurst, and Seoul 1991). …

Support for the information monopoly model using indirect tests has been mixed (Blaise and Dion 1991; Miller and Moe 1983; Sigelman 1986). …

Goodsell (1983) analyzed bureaucrats from several different vantage points and concluded they are quite ordinary people. …

Powell and DiMaggio (1991:5) say, “A new institutionalism has emerged in the field of politics in reaction to earlier conceptions of political behavior …”

As Paul Light (1999b) contends in The True Size of Government, getting an accurate picture of whether the size of government “has expanded or contracted depends almost entirely on how one sorts the dates and the data” (2). …

Fackler (New York Times, May 24, 2009) puts, “Others expressed deeper misgivings that Mr. Roh was a victim of the legacies of South Korea’s authoritarian past—most notably the near ritual of incumbent presidents presiding over investigations of their predecessors.”

4. In-Text Citation in APA

APA in-text citation is slightly different from that of the Chicago Manual of Style. The differences include 1) Add a comma between author names and publication year; 2) use a comma instead of a colon (:) to separate page numbers from publication year; 3) use ampersand (&) instead of “and” in authors’ names; and 4) add p. (single page) or pp. (multiple pages) before page numbers.

Two lines of research related to the “bureaucrat as ordinary person” thesis are the “bureau information monopoly” (Niskanen,
1971) and the “bureau voting model” (Garand, Parkhurst, & Seoud, 1991). …

Support for the information monopoly model using indirect tests has been mixed (Blaise & Dion, 1991; Miller & Moe, 1983; Sigelman, 1986). …

Powell and DiMaggio (1991, p.5) say, “A new institutionalism has emerged in the field of politics in reaction to earlier conceptions of political behavior …”

As Paul Light (1999b) contends in The True Size of Government, getting an accurate picture of whether the size of government “has expanded or contracted depends almost entirely on how one sorts the dates and the data” (p.2). …

Fackler (2009) puts, “Others expressed deeper misgivings that Mr. Roh was a victim of the legacies of South Korea’s authoritarian past — most notably the near ritual of incumbent presidents presiding over investigations of their predecessors.”

5. Citing a Book

Let us take a look at the difference across three citation styles below. Pay attention to the order and format of publication date.

   i. First, put last name and first name in the “last, first” format. APA uses only initials of first and middle names of an author (e.g., Ostrom, E.).
   ii. Next item is publication date (year), which is provided in parentheses in APA.
   iii. The title of a book is sentence-cased.
   iv. Then publication information is provided in the order of place or city, state or country, and publisher. A comma and colon (:) are used to separate three pieces of publication information (e.g., New York, NY: Oxford University Press).
   v. Each of four components needs to be separated by a comma.

Take a look at the following examples and try to be familiar with the styles. Notice that MLA is similar to Chicago Bibliography in that the book title is word-cased or title-cased and publication date is located at the end of the citation.

**Chicago Reference:**

**APA:**

1 The first letter of the title/ heading and subtitle/subheading are uppercased (capitalized).
2 In addition to the sentence case, capitalize all nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, subordinating conjunctions (e.g., if, as, because, although), and the second part of hyphenated words. Prepositions of four or fewer letters (e.g., at, by, for, of, in, on, with, per, to), articles (e.g., a, an, and the), “to” in an infinitive phrase, and coordinating conjunctions (e.g., and, or, nor, but) are lowercased if they are not the first word in a title/subtitle. See Lee (2012) and Lowe (n.d.).
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**MLA:**

**Chicago Bibliography:**

If the publication place is New York City, you may omit the state; “New York: Oxford University Press,” “New York, NY: Oxford University Press,” “New York, N.Y.: Oxford University Press” will do.

6. **Citing a Book Written by Multiple Authors**

Multiple authors’ names are separated by a comma. Chicago reference lists last name and first name only for the first author, while APA lists last and first name for all authors. The former uses “and,” whereas the latter uses “&.”

**Chicago Reference:**

**APA:**

**Chicago Bibliography and MLA:**

7. **Citing an Edited or Translated Book**

When citing an edited book, you need to specify the book was edited or translated after authors’ names. “ed.” denotes a single editor, while “eds.” for multiple editors. This information is enclosed in parentheses in APA.

**Chicago Reference:**


**APA:**
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**Chicago Bibliography and MLA:**

8. **Citing a Journal Article**

When citing a journal article, publication date is followed by an article title (sentence-cased) and journal name (word-cased). Volume, issue number, and page numbers are provided in the “Volume (Issue number): Pages” format for Chicago Reference and in “, Volume (Issue number), Pages” for APA. Notice that a comma separates volume from journal name in APA.

**Chicago Reference:**


**APA:**


**Chicago Bibliography and MLA:**


9. **Citing a Book Chapter**

When citing a book chapter, publication date is followed by chapter title (sentence-cased) and edited book information are followed. Chicago reference lists book information in the “In book title, edited by editor name, pages” format, while APA follows “In editor name, (ed. Or eds.), book title (word cased), (pp. pages)” format.

The Chicago style appears to be easier for you to read that part than other styles, while MLA is more concise than others. Unlike Chicago Manual of Style and APA, MLA places page numbers at the end of the citation.

**Chicago Reference:**
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APA:

MLA:

10. Citing a Master’s Thesis or Dissertation

You need to provide author name, publication date, sentence-cased title, type of a material, and institute’s name. A type of a material may be “PhD dissertation,” “PhD diss.,” or “master’s thesis.” A comma separates the type of a material from institute’s name. In APA, use “Unpublished doctoral dissertation” or “Unpublished master’s thesis” and a comma between the institution name and place (city)/country.

Chicago Reference:


APA:


MLA:
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11. Citing Report and Government Publication

Chicago Reference:

APA:

12. Citing Magazine and Newspaper

When citing a URL or DOI of magazine or newspaper, use “accessed” in Chicago style and “Retrieved from” in APA.

Chicago Reference:

APA:

MLA:
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13. Citing Conference Papers

**Chicago Reference:**

**APA:**

14. Citing an Internet Resources

When citing an Internet resource, provide author (institute) name, title of the page, URL (URL) or DOI (Document Object Identifier), and access information. When the publication date is not known, use “n.d.” (no date) instead.

**Chicago Reference:**

**APA:**

*End of this document.*
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